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COP's STUDIO THEATER GIVES
"THE CRETAN WOMAN" TONIGHT
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^omen's Dorm Keystone Set

MARCH 21, 1958 — No. *1

S.F. SYMPHONY
GIVES "REQUIEM"
HERE ON MAY 11
The San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra and a chorus of more
than 325 College of the Pacific,
Stockton College, and Stockton
Chorale singers conducted by En
rique Jorda will perform the "Re
quiem" of Hector Berlioz in the
Stockton Civic Auditorium on
May 11 at 8 p.m., Dr. Robert E.
Burns announced this week.

Miss Catherine Davis, dean of women, is pictured alwve setting1
he keystone for the new dorm. Assisting her is Mr. Howard
Sissell, architect.

A symbolic keystone was set
I •ecently in the masonry arch
1 iver the main entrance to the new
vomen's dorm under construc| ion on campus.
Described by art department
:hairman Richard Reynolds as a
'ceramic sculpture in low relief,"
he keystone design incorporates

RADIO WORKSHOP
HELD TOMORROW

the traditional torch of know
ledge, the initial letters CP, and
the biological symbol for "fe
male." The keystone was designed
by Chuck Eckart, who graduated
with an art major from Pacific
in 1957.
The new residence hall, which
will house 400 coeds, is about 69%
complete, according to architect
Howard Bissell. It will be ready
for use in the fall.

Dr. Burns said Mr. Art Holton
successfully completed negotia
tions recently with the Symphony
management to bring the worldfamed organization here. T h e
Stockton performance will be the
first production in the entire
valley area of the gigantic chor
al-orchestral composition, Holton
said.
"This absolutely thrilling music
is seldom heard because of the
unusual demands of the compo
ser," Holton explained. "The Ber
lioz score calls for an augmented
symphony orchestra, four bras%
ensembles, and a minimum chor
us of 300 voices. All of these
specifications will be met in the
Civic Auditorium production."
Mr. Jorda will come to Stock
ton Monday for his first rehear
sal with the Stockton chorus
groups. Meanwhile, Mr. Holton
has been rehearsing the local
units for the past two months.
Tickets may be purchased for
from $1 to $2.50, while "sponsors"
may obtain dress circle seats for
$5. The tickets will be available
in about a week. It is hoped that
the performance will benefit the
J. Russell Bodley Music Scholar
ship fund awarded annually to a
Stockton College graduate enter
ing the Pacific Conservatory of
Music.

A one-day workshop in radio Drive Continues
production methods f o r h i g h
school and junior college students
»nd teachers will be held on the
COp campus tomorrow.
"Probably the worst in the world" is the description of the plight
The workshop is being spon- of the Chinese refugees who are living in Hong Kong given by Dr.
'ored by the Pacific radio-tele Buell Gallagher, president of City College of New York and chair
vision department, national radio- man of World University Service in the United States.
Dr. Gallagher, who completed*
fraternity Alpha Epsilon Rho,
nd the staff of KCVN, the FM a round-the-world trip which in ing refugee camps, and the near
tion on campus. The program cluded participation in the inter est water hydrant might be any
eludes theory and demonstra- national general assembly of where from one-quarter of a mile
•°n sessions on radio writing, WUS, visited the British Crown to two miles away. Because of a
Colony of Hong Kong to gain a severe strain on the water supply,
reduction, and performance.
first-hand
view of conditions in e a c h f a m i l y i s l i m i t e d t o t w o
A Panel discussion will be held
buckets of water per day.
that
city.
the afternoon on the topic "The
tures of Radio." Panel ment REFUGEES POUR IN
6 REFUGEE COLLEGES
is will be Robert Brannon of
He cited the existence in Hong
He described Hong Kong as a
Stockton; John Wages of city of two million inhabitants of Kong of six refugee colleges, ex
Stockton; Dwight Case of whom about one million are refu plaining they are heavily popu
*®TV, Merced; and Paul Lerew gees from the Communist Chinese lated with refugee students who
°f KOVR, Stockton, who will rep mainland. He indicated that, ac fled to Hong Kong without fi
resent television.
cording to informed estimates, an nances and often without families.
additional
30,000 refugees pour in One of these colleges is main
A banquet will conclude the
^orkshop schedule, with Dave each month from the Chinese tained by mission funds. The re
maining five must rely upon in
"cElhatton of San Francisco, mainland.
Two-thirds to three-fourths of genuity and charity to sustain
Popular KCBS broadcaster, talk
ie on "The Open Door of Radio." t h i s r e f u g e e p o p u l a t i o n a r e themselves.
Dr. Gallagher described the
alo Alto High, Oakland Junior housed in improvised shacks of
ollege, College of Marin, and wood frame construction sealed conditions of a typical student
oilejo Junior College are some against the weather with flatten whom he had met. The student
°f the
groups expected to partici- ed tin cans. There are little or no was fortunate enough to have an
te
(Continued on page 2)
sanitation facilities in the sprawl
^ *n the sessions.

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE HELPS
REFUGEE STUDENTS IN HONG KONG

Pictured a!>ove in a scene from the Studio Theater production
of "The Cretan Woman" are (1 to r) Roger Moreau, Neva Aki,
and Don Osborn.

This evening, and Saturday, March 22, at 8 p.m., Studio Theatre
will present, under the talented direction of Julie DeVecchio, Robin
son Jeffers' one-act play, "The Cretan Woman." This play is an
adaptation of a former Greek drama entitled "Euripedes Hippolytus."
Although the setting and costumes of the play will be ancient
Greece in their physical appearance, the dialogue will be in a modern
English form—actually blank verse—that can be readily understood
by any attentive audience.
Julie DeVecchio, who has had a
number of years of experience in
CSTA Plans Program theatrical work, summarizes the
For Education Clubs plot of the play as follows:
"It ("The Cretan Woman") pre
COP will play host to about
sents an arousing portrayal of
400 high school seniors who are
love turned to hate. It is a story
interested in teaching careers at
of
a beautiful, passionate woman
a Careers in Education Confer
who is consumed with desire for
ence on March 22.
her husband's son by a former
The conference will try to give
marriage. When this tormented
the prospective teachers an over
woman is rebuffed by the cold,
view of a campus teacher educa
incorruptible son, her scorned love
tion program, and a campus tour
changes its complexion to hate.
will acquaint them with the vari
Determined upon revenge, her
ous buildings.
distraught mind decides upon a
This meeting is being sponsored
frightening course of action which
by the Bay Section California
in turn leads to a memorable cli
Teachers Association and the
California Student Teachers As max."
The play is geared to bring
sociation, with the COP chapter
of CSTA in charge of the pro forth a flow of emotions which .
demands a "powerful" perform
gram.
Highlights of the conference ance on the part of the players.
for the youths will be a talk by It is about a 1% hour play and
Dr. J. Marc Jantzen and the show has no intermission.
"The Cretan Woman" was se
ing of the film, "Not by Chance."
College resource persons serv lected because its idea is so basic
ing as consultant to the discus and may be applied to present-day
sion groups are Dr. Dann, sociol situations. Anyone who saw
ogy; Miss Humbarger, English; "Wild Is The Wind" is sure to
Drs. Stocking and Cobb, science; appreciate this production; and
Mr. Reynolds and Mrs. Hodgins, anyone who didn't see it will nev
art; Dr. Egbert and Mr. Zimmer ertheless enjoy "The Cretan Wo
man, speech; and Drs. Lang. man." The themes of these two
Jantzen, Potter, Fox, King and works of art are very similar.
Lewis, and Mr. Conant and Mr. The cast will include Neva Aki.
Don Osborn, Roger Moreau. Katy
Learned, educatfbn.
CSTA committees working on Hollis, Gerri Kennon, Rich Kline,
the program are headed by Carol Neil Porterfield, Pat Cornell, Ed
Tomlinson, tour of campus; Floyd dy Ferguson, Gail Manning, Fred
Nordwick, registration; Margaret Vallier, and Dennis Levitt The
Cheney and Esther Shikuma, pub cost of admission with student
licity and signs; Carolyn Hender body card will be 50c.
son, refreshments; and Amelia
Ernst, resource consultants. Ed Evans To Speak
Leonard, CSTA president, will
At Phi Kappa Phi
preside over the conference.
Dr. W. Vincent Evans, profes
sor of psychology and art at Pa
Senior rings will be on sale cific. will speak on "Measure
for the last time on March 24- ment" at the March 26 meeting of
28. They are available in ruby, Phi Kappa Phi, Mr. Richard Rey
spinel, or onyx and are priced nolds, program chairman, has an
from $19.95 to $40.47. All those nounced.
interested should see Jackie
Meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the
Chong at Tau Kappa or phone Faculty Lounge, the national
honor society will also hold elecher at HO 2-9419.
'tion of new members.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

I would like to draw attention
to a matter which should arouse
some concern. Above the entrance
of the new women's dorm, t h e
shield of the college has b e e n
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association placed on the keystone. A notice
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, CaJifornic able
alteration, however, has
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
been made. The torch of know
Editor
Joan Ulrich
Business Manager
~
Bill McGregor ledge and the letters CP remain,
Assistant Business Manager
Dave Wolgemuth but the cross has been removed.
Managing Editor
..
Linda
Managing
r.unor rr
uanuu McKinnon
P/HMro
.Inn
(instnn. Joan
Jruin Bender
Render In its place there appears the fe
Society Editors
Jan Gaston,
Sports Editor
Dick Bateson
Circulation Editor
..
Loris Bringelson m a l e b i o l o g i c a l s y m b o l . W h a t
Columnists
Bob Bersi, George Fasel, Bill Embry, Tom Cloud is
the justification for this
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Osborne
Reporters
Neil Porterfield, Michael Roe, Bill Embry, Marian Duncan, change?
Carole Gold, Pat Stead, Martha Metzler, Cynthia Whiting, Val White, Jean
Of all the shields that are on
McGuire, Caroline Jamieson, Elsa Madsen, Barbara Flahive, Jim Holway, Sue
Scrivener, Barbara Hamilton, Tom Cloud, Patricia Soule, Bob Nielebeck, the buildings around the campus,
Dare Towell, Ola Murchison, Paul Kaufman, Jack Marden, Dick Bass, Dave
Davis, Sal Cortes, Maurice JoHes, Mary Ann Drysdale.
I know of none that have been
MULOOWNEY atfSSfcltoS&Y PRINTINQ CO.
changed in a like manner. This
shield has a particular prominence
which most of the others do not
share. I question the wisdom and
motive for the change.
Responsibility — Yes or No?
The cross upon the shield sym
bolizes
Christian spirit and free
College and collegiate life have been spoken of as the
dom — should the women's dorm
place and time to learn responsibility. Some colleges and be set apart from the importance
universities have profited by this reputation; College of the of this at COP? The cross sym
Pacific has been content to accept the judgment without bolizes hope and dignity — is this
having committed the act. If college is the place to learn to be ignored? The cross im
responsibility, why are the students at College of the Paific plies purity—is a biological sym
bol a worthy substitute?
not given chances to use their responsibility?
The shield is up; it would cost
This lack of using responsibility is predominant pri money to be changed. But is this
marily in classroom situations. Any student who is allowed what is important? Is the bold
to pass as average while doing minimum requirements, who ness of a cross to be sacrificed
is reminded constantly about the next day's assignment, or for whim, money, and biology?
who is forbidden in the strictest "schoolma'rmish" style to A thousand eyes and a thousand
whisper, throw paper wads, or disagree with a statement eyes more will rest upon that
shield. What is it to mean? What
of the professor certainly will not learn the true meaning
it to imply?
of responsibility.
I present the question.
Should students be forced to attend classes that put
PSA 440

GUEST EDITORIAL

FROM WHERE I SIT...
By BERSI
Last Monday night the PSA grev,
a foot taller. The Senate ratified the
charter of the new Student Social Cop.
trol Board; and we, the students of pa
cific, took into our hands a new
sponsibility.
This charter has been a long time
in the making—some four months, to
be exact. It is four pages long, ^
each line carries meaning for us as college students who are capable
of solving our own problems. The board itself is composed of eight
members, each representing some element of the student body
and is designed to handle efficiently incidents which have hereto
fore been thrust into the college administration's hands—hands that
would have, as often as not, been more than willing to allow us to
cure own own headaches had only some capable student court ex.
isted to do so.
The first two paragraphs give us a general idea of just what we
have:
"OBJECTIVE: This board is set up to help develop a student
conscience of responsibility, self-control, and discipline. Because
there is an established social code at the College of the Pacific
which is sometimes violated, it is the hope that the students them
selves might face these problems as being their own and that they
might examine these situations honestly and develop their solutions.
It is further hoped that a more firm and lasting relationship be
built up between the students and the administration, and at the
same time create a more wholesome environment at COP as the
students take steps in accepting their responsibilities more com
pletely.
"PURPOSE:
A. It shall be the purpose of the Student Social Control Board
to handle any group actions which violate the social code of the
College of the Pacific.
B. The board shall have authority to hear cases involving:
1. Any group action which is entered into by a recognized
campus organization or living group.
2. Any group activity in which the participants are a recog
nized faction of the above mentioned organizations.
3. Any activities done by fraternal pledge classes, or por
tions of these groups.
C. The Board shall have final authority in the interpretation ol
the above items."
These are only the introductory segments of the Charter. Tha<
which follows is a detailed picture of us, the students, taking "crimf
and punishment" of our groups into our own hands. Needless tc
say, it is a golden opportunity. We can't drop the ball now.

them to sleep when a mere reading of the text will yield an
A or a B on the next examination? Both the professor and
the student are wasting valuable time in such a situation.
If the professor has nothing of interest or of benefit to say,
why is he paid to lecture six or eight times a week, when a
A problem has come into exis
thorough reading of the text would suffice? It is a small tence concerning the spots where
wonder that the professors who have proven to be good the students of COP choose to WUS In Hong Kong
lecturers conduct classes that are full of eager students.
place posters, bulletins, and stick
(Continued from page 1)
Widespread opinions are held among COP students con ers, with election time being the
cerning the grading standards and the possibilities of "flunk worst time of all, Dean Betz has area eight feet by eight feet
which he called his home. It con
ing out." It is said that the latter, whether luckily or un stated.
The college greatly encourages sisted of walls woven of palm
luckily, is practically impossible to do. Those students who publicity
^ for student affairs and fronds that had been braced beapply themselves to their studies and still do not make a has arranged for adequate and I tween two other shacks of simisufficient grade-point average to remain at the school are n u m e r o u s b u l l e t i n b o a r d s l a r d i m e n s i o n s , e a c h h o u s i n g o n e
infrequent indeed. These persons, in all probability, have throughout the campus. These' whole family. The student was
such a below-average intellect that they would fail in any bulletin boards may be found in the only member of his family
every building and other visible outside the Bamboo Curtain,
college, no matter how lax the standards. Average students spots around COP.
j About every eighth student is a
now expect A's or B's, while the above-average pupil may The students, however, seem to TB suspect, but no adequate fadescend on the grading scale from lack in stimulation.
use the space around doors and cilities for preventive measures
Seminar classes, one place the interested student might the foot of the stairs almost ex- and treatment are available. WUS
learn beyond requirement, are few. The point where true clusively, while a lot of perfectly' plans to establish a TB clinic and
good bulletin board space is go-. ten-bed ward for students, con
knowledge begins to come to light is where the pupil searches, ing to waste, the dean said. One i tributing the cost of building
studies, gathers data, and draws his own conclusions. Yet good example of available space materials if this money can be
the position seems to be maintained by the administration is the PSA board in front of the raised. The Hong Kong Commit
tee hopes to raise the additional
that COP students are not ready for such courses. Naturally PSA office.
capital
required, as well as funds
Dean
Betz
has
requested
that
they are not. Responsibility comes from usage!
to operate the clinic and ward.
students
do
not
put
any
stickers,
Only when students are allowed to shoulder the re
posters, "1
or bulletins
uuiivhxii>j on the walls Students will help build the ward,
.
sponsibilities of their own studies, assignments, and grades pUSlvI
of any of the buildings, either ^ working as part of a larger work
will the banner of knowledge once again myve forward at inside or outside, with the excep- camp.
College of the Pacific. The campus is already beautiful, the tion of the provided bulletin WUS HELPS
students friendly and cheerful, the athletic department well- b o a r d s a n d t h e s p a c e b e l o w t h e Recently a Chinese girl in Hong
windows on the dining hall. The Kong wrote a letter to a friend at
organized.
reason
for this restriction is two Redlands University, stating in
Let us give the students the chance of learning some
fold: (1) they clutter up the cam part: "The World University Ser
thing of value about the world they live in by placing the pus and when they are removed vice Committee, composed of rep
responsibility of that learning where it belongs—on the from the painted walls the paint resentatives from all the refugee
colleges, has been busy almost
very often comes off, too.
students!
*
—bY Carolyn Lane

POSTER PLACEMENT
CLARIFIED BY DEAN

r

FORUM ARTS

March 21—
Studio Theatre,
March 22—
Studio Theatre,
March 23—
Concert: Amadeus Quartet,
Conservatory, 4 p.m.
March 25—
Chapel and Newman Club,
11 a.m.

COP Debaters Enter
West Point Try-Outs

Two COP debaters, Donald
Duns and Dennis Day, will attend
the regional West Point try-outs
at Santa Barbara this weekend.
Only one team from each col
lege is allowed to compete in the
regional meet. The winner of the
regional contest is then eligible
to compete in the finals at the
U.S. Military Academy.

Also, no signs are to be put in
the lawns that entail the use of
thumtacks or nails. The groundkeepers have had a good deal of
trouble with these nails and tacks
ruining the tires on the power
lawnmowers.
The last issue that Dean Betz
stressed is that of the clean-up of
the bulletin boards. Students that
put up their various posters are
requested to take them down
when they are no longer of any
importance.

every afternoon. It has been giv
ing food parcels to 1400 students
and professors every month, dis
tributing vitamins, raising funds
for Hungarian students, and plan
ning many large projects."
This letter, depicting some of
the work that the refugee stu
dents in Hong Kong are doing not
only to help themselves but also
to help other students through
WUS has caused many of us to
wonder whether we in America
really are doing all we can.

AN APOLOGY

I would like to e.xpress my
regret concerning the review
of "The Chalk Garden" ap
pearing in last week's paper
on the last page.
Because of limited space, the
article had to be "cut down."
Unfortunately, this was done
without my previous know
ledge. Furthermore, I was
h i g h l y disappointed with
"parts" of the review that had
been omitted which I person
ally considered essential for a
more balanced and complete
picture of the play and its
players. I cannot help feeling
that a "slanted viewpoint" »
certain areas appeared which
was not my FULL intentionAlso, I feel that it is only »»
to Pacific Theatre players thai
as OBJECTIVE and complete
review as possible be giveri
them.
TOM CLOUD

Interviews Scheduled
For J une Job -Hunter 1
The following interviews w
be held on campus next we<?
March 25—US Army Audit Ag
cy—Business ad majors. APP®
ments arranged with the Busi
Ad office.
March 25—American Airlines
Interviews for stewardesses
particular. Other opportuw
for men and women.
March 26 — California Pac*>
Corporation — Business ad
economics majors interested^
finance, accounting, sales,
marketing. Appointments
ranged in Business Ad. oft«- •
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Who's Who
In Pacific Theatre

AMADEUS QUARTET
PERFORMS SUNDAY

— MARCH
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Lost In The Stacks

by george...

By TOM CLOUD

This Sunday afternoon. March
23. The Friends of Chamber Mu
(Fosel, that is)
sic will present the A madeus
% ,-pry familiar name In Pacific Quartet. This performance begins
AND COMES ANOTHER TREATISE ON THE ADVENTURE
Is Don Osborn. Although at 4 p.m., in the COP Conserva
_, g never had In the past any tory, and students will be ad of living off campus, or Tom Swift and His Hydraulic Landlady.
Our house would be the perfect setting for a novelist wanting
' „r role of Importance, he still mitted free.
to produce one of those dingy volumes dealing with a slice of life.
„ ,.fieri thought of as a good supWe're slogged down in the lower middle class section of West Wil
E^jne actor who really seems a
Study Opportunities low. within yodeling distance of Dad's Point. We live in one of
J^msry "link" for good theater
those quaint little dead-end streets where houses are practically
Offered In Ireland
grfe at Pacific.
piled
one on top of another, and your neighbor's vices are your
Young
Americans
will
have
a
pon has appeared in several
entertainments.
*
jjsia-s. His first performance was chance to study in Ireland next
The
birth
rate
in
our
neighborhood
is something fantastic,
year
under
a
new
binational
edu
U -Three Men on a Horse." He
a dubious record of some sort or another. We have calculated it at
(JfSCribed this as having "floored" cational exchange program with
^ -I was scared of everything," that country, it was announced 3.7 children per house (three Isn't so bad, but have you ever seen
y gaid. I immediately consoled by the Institute of International seven-tenths of a child running around with a snotty nose?). And.
^ with the fact that he wasn't Education. The program is being whenever one of the little dears meets his reward under the wheels
of my four-door nature-balancer, another one appears from no
die only one that was floored inaugurated as a result of an
where, as if there were a secret bullpen somewhere on the block.
aith that production. He over executive agreement between the
THE CHARACTERS NEVER SEEM to stop coming around.
Governments
of
Ireland
and
the
looked my comment and proceed«] on to tell me that his favorite United States signed in Dublin The paper boy Is an Impressionable early teen-ager, who, when he
collects, peers longingly Into the house, hoping to catch a glimpse
jale up to now was the part he last March.
These awards for pre-doctoral of an illicit Dr. Pepper on the rocks In our den of iniquity.
played in "The Rope," a Studio
The man next door is the proud owner of a power lawn mower
Theater production a few sem- study and research in Eire cover
rtters back that dealt with a near International travel, tuition, with a faulty muffler and recreates the Battle of Leyte Gulf once
books, and maintenance for the or twice a week when we are trying to study.
perfect murder plot.
The old gentleman at the closed end of the street sits on the
academic year. Basic eligibility
requirements are US citizenship, porch. That's all — he just sits. He doesn't smile, or smoke, or
a college degree or Its equivalent blink, or whittle, or complain that things aren't what they used
by the time the award will be to be. When we leave for class at 7:30 a.m. or come home late at 3
used, and good health. Preference in the morning, there he is. Sitting.
The cockroaches and mice form an indestructible' team inside
Is given to applicants not more
our house. Alone, we could handle them easily. But together,
than 35 years of age.
Applications must be submitted they're a rough bunch who know every dirty trick in the game and
to the Institute by April 15. For aren't afraid to use them to achieve their evil ends.
A cockroach grabs for a cookie sitting on the sink. If your
further information about these
awards and application blanks, reflexes are particularly sharp, you can smear him over five rooms
write to the Institute of Interna of the house. But generally. Just as you reach for a blunt weapon,
tional Education, 291 Geary St., a mouse darts across the floor and between your legs, runs broken
field between the lint and old newspapers, and scrambles through
San Francisco.
a mousehole at the opposite end of the house with you in hot pursuit.
talked, I found him — as I do so By this time, of course, the cockroach has carried off the cookie to
many theater people — to be a some secret hiding place.
BUT MOST OF ALL IT'S THE K1I>S who provide the greatest
very likeable person. He offered
single
push toward a complete nervous breakdown. They scream,
me a drink of coke, or something
like that; but I gave It a second they holler, they run at top speed at all times. They pick the lock
thought and decided It was too on your gate and play in your' back yard. They turn over your
garbage can, and they lose baseballs on your roof. They teach
close to dinner.
their
dogs that your front lawn is an excellent exercise area, and
Osborn will star In tonight's
This, of course, brought back
they sell abominable Cub Scout cookies whenever you try to take
performance
of
"The
Cretan
the memory of Ted Eliopoulos,
an afternoon nap. They occasionally break loose from their highand Jim Achtcrberg, two of Don's Woman" as an old man who mar voltage play pens at night and terrorize the neighborhood after dark.
ries a younger woman who docs
closest friends. We talked about
not know what the word "faith And, they sic their 6 foot, 5 inch father on you if you so much as
the kinship feeling that theater
ful" means. Don was effervescent give a dirty look to the ground they walk on.
people feel for one another. (Well,
BUT IT MAKES FOR AN INTERESTING, if nerve-wracking
In his vigor and vitality in his
•nyway, here at Pacific!)
existence:
the dirty-faced kids, the middle-aged man across the street
discussion about this play, which
Don also played in "Sign of is always a good sign that a lot with the loud motorcycle, the foghorn blasts from the nearby chan
Jonah" as one of the archangels. of hard work and serious Inten nels that rattle the windows at three in the morning, the hot water
When he reminded me of this, tion have been put into re heater that nearly disintegrated the PG&E workman, the salesmen
who run when I tell them I am the lady of the house. All this,
I thought that he does have a hearsal 8.
saintly expression about him;
and
more, for only $75 a month.
Whether Don Osborn is a good
then I decided that was blas actor or not, Is debatable, I sup
phemy and I had better ask him pose, as are so many things In
something else.
this world. But, it is always In
The most logical question was: teresting to note the challenging ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
house for sorority rushces.
What will you do when you leave roles that are handed to those I AKL is arranging an exchange
Pacific, With a sigh of "Oh, how who really have had little experi with Beta chapter of Stanford. OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Omega Phi. on March 25. will
many times has this been asked— ence in the "limelight" of theater. The two fraternities had an ex
hold
their frosh dinner during
aod who cares anyway," he reIn person, Don Osborn Is con change last spring at Stanford,
'#rt*ntly, yet willingly (If this Is vincing enough as an actor (or reports President Tom McGinley. which they will pick the outstand
ing freshman football player. The
W^alMe), answered: "I have three at least as one imagines an actor
As a sequel to AKL's success
•h'n** In the fire of feasibility: to be). He has the theater "bug." ful Prohibition Dance, the frater freshman coach. Galen Laack. will
A military obligation hreath- anyway! And he is safely assured nity is holding a "Two-Yard Hop" speak.
Omega Phi reports that their
down my neck, (2) I might a p l a c e o f r e c o g n i t i o n I n t h e on April 12. For this dance the
'r*Vpl to Spain—because I like "clique" that does exist among girl Is given two yards of cloth rush dinner at the Show Boat
[ People, the music, and the theatre people, as It does in other out of which she has to make a T h u r s d a y w a s a s u c c e s s . T h e
guest speaker was Gene Cronin.
•"fuagp. Resides, I don't feel groups.
costume. Interesting?
Arrangements have been made
*">' "rush" In life; and (3) natur
We parted — after a lengthy
to have Jazz drummer Shelley
I also think of professional conversation—and I told Don I ALPHA KAPPA PHI
Archania began to choose the Manne appear In a Jazz concert.
•choolg where I could learn more would be sure to attend this
29th
"Belle of Archania" on Wed The concert will be about a
*^1 acting."
evening's performance of "The
nesday
March 19 with the Belle month from now. More Informa
that >s lnterestin£-" 1 Cretan Woman." He smiled and
fewT?"'
*d- "Now, could you tell me of said, "Wish that I break my leg!" coke date. This was an open tion will be available soon.
. y ecccntricities that you might
ve? With a lifted eyebrow (in
"J8' typical Osborn fashion), he
We Have
FLOWERS SAY IT BEST...
piously _ 0r caustically —
TAPE
RECORDERS
don't remember which) ref r o m
"Well, I can't go to sleep
RENTAL BY DAY OR WEEK
^"•'hout r e a d i n g % t o 1 h o u r
Soles from $95.00 up
<Ty evening. I have a 'passion'
By

TOM CLOUD

I would like to remind those
interested in entering the Ins
Coolbrith Poetry Prize Contest
that March 24 is the deadline
date for submitting all original,
unpublished manuscripts to Dr.
Clair C. Olson, chairman of the
English department. For further
details, see Dr. Olson, or refer
back to Pacific Weekly's front
page edition, dated February 14.
This is an excellent opportunity
for all of Pacific's "creative"
minds in this particular field to
submit their work for evaluation.
It really is a rarity — in this nonpoetry age—to get such an in
spirational chance, so I sincerely
hope that many of you will take
advantage of this news!
Because I feel the pangs of
melancholy slightly today, I think
it would behoove me to shorten
my column this week with some
appropriate words that express
my present feelings. After all
writing is no good unless it has
meaning — not only for the read
er but also for the satisfaction
of the writer:
O' Friendship Fragile
O' Friendship Long
Since Gone —
Although you did not Last,
Why did you have to "sting"
so hard,
When you did crumble?
(You may call this "Dicklnsonlan" or "Whltmanonian" influ
ence If you like — nevertheless, I
hope It conveys a thought!)

FRATERNITY NEWS

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP

frothy Parker, Faulkner,
.. Hemingway. Would you conthis unusual?"
on has a quick wit, and he
4]
th*0 '>0Ssesses a shrewd quality
at makes him a very clever and
^Pcning individual. As we

HO 4-7464

Quality
Sound Service
1217 N. WILSON WAY

2635 Pacific Ave.

HO 6-4171

70% Discount On Cash Orders
with presentation of Student Body Card

The finest...in a
ring ensemblel
Enchant ydur bride with
a nationally famed
Wed-Lok ensemble! A
gentle "click" locks
the engagement ond
wedding ring together
In properly aligned
beauty. Either ring may
be worn individually at
will. Shown is "Simplic
ity," in white or yellow
gold, with a solitaire
diamond of scrupulous
ly selected cut, color
ond fiery brilliance.
*150 hw both ring*
CON V I N I I NT T i t MS

BORELLI
i e welers
Jewell
2043 PACIFIC AVt
HO 2 2441
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Margaret-Howell
Clues enclosed in little Easter
animals announced the engage
ment of Margaret Cheney to How
ell Runion at a recent Tau Kappa
dress dinner.
Margaret, who lives in Stock
ton, is a senior and a speech and
elementary education major. She
is publicity chairman of CSTA
and is active in CWF.
Howell is the son of Dr. Runion,
head of the speech department at
GOP. He is a Pacific graduate
and is now working for his mas
ter's degree in zoology.
Margaret and Howell plan
wedding for next February.

Rowland-Evans Troth
Announced Recently
The engagement of Dr. Ivan W.
Rowland, dean of Pacific's phar
macy school, and Mrs. Helen T.
Evans was announced to friends
and associates last Friday night.
The couple are planning to wed
in Morris Chapel on June 1, with
Dr. Burns officiating at the 8
p.m. nuptial rites.

WOMAN
OF
THE WEEK

By CAROLINE JAMIESOl

WRA PLANS CO-ED
VOLLEYBALL MEET

Alpha Theta Tau takes pi
Mrs. Evans and Dean Rowland
Plans for future activities of ure in presenting pert p
e
have known each other since 1956,
WRA, Women's Recreation Asso Weaver as their choice of Wor
when he arrived from Idaho to
ciation, are now under way.
of the Week.
serve as dean of Pacific's phar
A co-ed volleyball tournament is
Peggy, a senior this year
macy school. Mrs. Evans assumed
scheduled for the week of April
from Carmel. She will reci
her position as assistant director
21,
with
the
week
of
April
14
Gail-Bill
Betty-Rick
of development for the college in
planned as a practice week. There her teaching credential in
mentary education this J u
Gail Thornton surprised her 1954.
The traditional candle was will be 14 teams, one team from Last semester she was a prac
Alpha Theta Tau sorority sisters
each
living
group.
Each
team
will
Originally from San Mateo, passed at Alpha Theta Tau's dress
on Tuesday night by announcing Mrs. Evans was affiliated with dinner on March 13 to announce be composed of three women and teacher; she taught the sec
her engagement to Bill Striegel. Epsilon Lambda Sigma while a the pinning of Betty Imrie to three men. A trophy will be pre grade in Manteca and the si
grade in a local grammar scl
Alpha Thete's president, Pat student at Pacific and is now a Rick McMillen.
sented to the winner.
here in Stockton.
Pagel, revealed the news.
Saturday,
April
19,
is
the
date
member of the sorority's local
Betty, a sophomore education
Future plans for Peg incl
This is Gail's sophomore year alumnae chapter.
major, was a 1957 Homecoming for an Individual Sports Day to a wedding this June. Her fiai
be
held
in
Chico.
Bowling,
golf,
at Pacific, where she is majoring
A native of Pocatello, Idaho, princess. She is active in the rally
Stan Brockhoff, will gradt
in elementary education. In the Dr. Rowland graduated with a committee and is co-chairman for archery, tennis, and badminton this June from COP with
will
be
offered.
Sign-up
sheets
spring semester of 1957, Gail was major in pharmacy from the state this year's Strawberry Breakfast
will be posted in living groups. bachelor of science degree. N
Belle of Archania and also last college there, received his mast
Rick, a sophomore pre-dental
WRA election of officers for year he will do graduate wort
year was a princess for Mardi er's degree from Colorado Uni student, was given the award for
next
year will be held on Thurs Stanford to obtain his masti
Gras. She is active on the rally versity in 1947, and received his the outstanding sophomore o n
degree. Peggy will teach so:
day,
April
17.
committee.
d o c t o r a t e i n p h a r m a c y f r o m t h e the Stanford varsity football
place on the Peninsula.
Bill, whose home is Chico, is University o f Washington i n team. He is affiliated with Sigma
During her sophomore y<
a senior majoring in physical edu 1954.
Chi.
she was a member of Spurs i
cation. He is active in Block P
After teaching at the high
this year is a member of Knok
Friday
and is well known on campus for school level, Dr. Rowland joined
both honorary societies. For !
APOTHERETTES GIVE
8 Studio Theatre:
h i s o u t s t a n d i n g a b i l i t y o n t h e the faculty of Idaho State in 1938,
excellent academic achievemei
SPAGHETTI
DINNER
7-8
Zeta
Phi
Black
Tea
gridiron. Just recently Bill was becoming the dean of the college
she has received scholarsh
Fraternity Preference Day
chosen to play on the College All- of pharmacy there in 1954. He is
from her previous high sch
Pacific's Apotherettes, women's Saturday
Star team, which will be playing national president of Phi Delta
and
COP.
pharmacy organization, held
8 Studio Theatre:
the Detroit Lions, professional Chi, national pharmacy fraternity,
spaghetti dinner last Wednesday
For
a year and a half, Peg
9-1
AWS
Spring
Formal
football champions, in August.
an office he has held since 1954, evening in the home of Mrs. Bar
was house manager of Alf
DeMolay
Car
Wash
A December wedding is planned. and is a fellow of the American bara Bullard. Guests for the oc2-4:15 Pan Hellenic Coke Dates Thete. She was a member of s
Bill and Gail will probably live Foundation for Pharmaceutical I casion were the wives of mem
dent affairs and is a current p
Sunday
in Philadelphia,
Education.
bers of Phi Delta Chi.
ticipant in CSTA.
9:30-10:30 Zeta Phi Rush
S h e e n j o y s reading, playi
Breakfast
2019 Pacific Ave.
badminton, and working wi
3-5 Pan Hellenic Desserts
children. She has had some Monday
Alpha Theta Tau Rush Dinner perience in this latter intere
Peggy has taught swimming a
5:30-8:30 Chi Rho Picnic
has worked at a summer recr
Tuesday
Tau Kappa Kappa Rush Dinner tional school.
7-8 Zeta Phi Coke Date
Peggy, with a bright smile J
Wednesday
everyone, is a real asset to C(
Epsilon Lambda Sigma Rush and certainly deserves to hold t
Dinner
title of Woman of the Week.

.. Social Scene..

the LIGHTEST

the GAYEST shoes
by

Thursday

Preference Day—Pan Hellenic
7-8 Archania Belle Function

Make few promises and live
to what you make.

HAWAII
SUMMER SESSION . . . UNIVERSITY OF

A. "Alto Bow" blue
sunflower print. 17.98

4 4 DAYS

$499

B. "Roto" calf pump,
double buckle and tab
trim. Red calf. 16.98
C. "Alto" calf pump,
round throat, needle
toe. Pastel blue or
' pink, black patent,
white. 14.98
D. "Porthole" needle
last, navy calf with
navy patent trim.
17.98

1

All

Expenses Paid

A Program Exclusively

For College Students And
Teachers. This Price
Includes Everything

EARN EXTRA CREDITS WHILE ON A DREAM VACATION
Round trip transportation, Excellent accommodations. Complete sightseeingWater sports, dances, parties, sail cruises, picnics and many other activitiesFOR FOLDERS WRITE . . . VISIT

UNIVERSITY STUDY TOURS OF HAWAII
RM. 206-635 S. KENMORE—NEAR WILSHIRE
LOS ANGELES 5
NAME....,
STREET..
CITY..
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FLDALINE'S WISDOM
O P H I S TICATES
for S

WHAT IS MODERN DANCE?
By BARBARA FLAHIYE

Last night's Jean Erdman Recital, while introducing many COP
students to the world of modern dance, probably raised questions
| regarding the nature of this art form.
What, exactly, is the so-called
pear Addy,
the WUS Auction was a huge modern dance? To the artist it is ing a distinct, vital contribution
I was Just wondering when the success. Everyone had an amaz Joy, pleasure, work, religion. Mod to this artistic medium.
Modem dance, with its limit
jrt girl ask-boy dance will be.
ern dance has broken away from
j have heard that there will be ing time, and more money was traditional dance styles, thus less possibilities and potentiali
one this week-end. Could you give made than ever before at a WUS I placing a great emphasis on per ties for body movement, is much
Auction ... Coke dates, Saturday; sonal expression. In the case of like a symphony orchestra with
me some information?
Dance Happy
desserts, Sunday; and dinners the disciplined artist, this libera its tremendous range and variety.
The greatest contribution of mod
next week for Pan Hell Rushing. tion has resulted in a most ex em dance, however, lies in the
pear D. H.,
Zeta Phi's Shamrock Shuffle was alted art.
fact that it gives dance to the
As a matter of fact there will a big success . . . Every week the ITS BEGINNING
indivlduaL
y a dance tomorrow night. It is Weekly gives recognition to one
Where did modem dance begin? DANCE AT COP
,he annual AWS Spring Formal. of the outstanding women on
Actually, its roots are very an
It's a girl-ask-boy dance but if campus. We feel that some of the cient, going back to primitive Here at COP, modem dance is
emphasized both through regular
you haven't heard anything about gentlemen on campus also should
man. Isadora Duncan, the pioneer classes and Orchesis, the national
far
you
may
be
out
of
luck.
w
have some recognition. For this of modem dance as we know it dance society, which has an ac
Anyway, the theme is "It Might reason we have decided to choose today, focused attention on t h e
tive chapter on campus. Under
As Well Be Spring." The dance a Man of the Week. This week it's bare foot, a very expressive tool
the expert guidance of Mrs. Uhe,»ill be held at the Stockton Of Bob Doyle: for his outstanding
to be considered Independently rek, this group of twenty-odd
ficer's Club. The time of the work on the WUS Auction, for beautiful and supple. Following girls seeks to rediscover the
dance will be from 9 to I. The h i s participation in freshman Miss Duncan were Ruth St. Denis,
"Language of the Dance."
cost is $125 per couple. Hope to basketball which received no rec who appeared at COP last sem
Dance is all things to all peo
see you there!
o g n i t i o n a l l s e m e s t e r , a n d f o r ester, and Ted Shawn. They In ple. It is power to the one who
being one of the "Sweethearts" of turn paved the way for Martha can, as dancer Jose' Limon once
the freshman class. Yeah, Bob! Graham, Doris Humphrey, said, "dedicate . . . his spirit and
Dear Addy,
Every night when I go to the Watch out; YOU may be next!! Charles Weidman, and others, the flame of his art to bring light
. About the gals in the leotards each successive name represent into the dark places."
library to study, a funny thing
happens to me. Someone hits me at the swimming meet: what kind
on the forehead with what feels of a swimming lesson was that?
like a brick as I cross the lawn I'd hate to try that stroke In the
In back of the Ad building. I water.
think the police ought t o l o o k
Into this. We certainly can't have
this going on. It's not safe to go
out anymore. Do you think the
administration ought to call the
police?

Henry Von Frankenstein
Dear Frank,
I don't think that will be neceslary. I've stepped on the same
rake a couple of times myself.

*

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

Ad-libs:
Phenomenal: extraordinary;
•omething that Impresses the ob
server as extraordinary; a re
markable thing or person. Does
this answer your question, Gary?
. Busy week-end with work day
at Tau Kappa, Omegd Phi, and
Alpha Thete . . . The flower bed
In front of Archania should be
quite attractive! (Refer to last
week's Fraternity N e w s ) . . . A
good time was had by all at the
Epsilon Kiddie Dance . . . Won
der which way the big 16 will go?
all know this afternoon. It's
fraternity preference day! . . .
Don't forget KCVN's Coffee Time
""Wednesday evenings at 7:30.
food and prizes, too! . . .
Congratulations to the swimming
®lm for their victory over Fres00 State. That's Ed Hinshaw for
We could probably make
"P a choice Joke about a spaghet
If you are single, and betweeen
feed, but let's just say that 19%
ere's a splendid
and 26, thei
opportunity waiting for you.
Along with its current expansion
1'ons Completed For American
Airlines needs many
W S Spring Formal
more attractive Stewardesses.
It Might as well be Spring" is You must be 5'2" to 5'8" in height,
theme of the AWS Spring 130 lbs. or less in proportion to
height with 20/50 eyesight or
***"- The annual event, spon- better without corrective lenses.
•oned by AWS, will be held to
morrow night, Saturday, March Those accepted have FREE
TRAINING, excellent salaries,
°upies will dance to the mu- liberal expense accounts, and the
°f Ted Herman from 9 to 1. privilege of free travel.
M o i r , c h a i r m a n o f t h e Even though you may not
q^. Ce-_ announced
— i n tthe
r decoration
u t x u i c A i i v i i reach the minimum age
has been working hard requirement, if you are
i3st two
tlXJA Mmnlro
An decora/IftAArtl. interested in this as a career,
- last
weeks on
please feel free to discuss
Barbara Hamilton was this with us.
lan
2Jj^
of the publicity comINTERVIEWS
large crowd is expected for
ON CAMPUS
n
°? ee, which will be held at
Tuesday, March 25th
HU. ficer's Club. Tickets can
9 a.m. to S p.m.
if t. ®talned from any member
Contact Placement Office
B°ard. This annual
for appointment
*wk4>oy event is the highlight
AWS nrAAMom am onmnitfl

Do you like to
travel?

Poj* Fhrs

ZETA PHI WILL HOLD
BLACK TEA TONIGHT
Zeta Phi will hold three rush
functions this semester, accord
ing to Nancy Newton. Zeta Phi
president.
The Invitational functions will
include a Black Tea tonight from
7 until & This will be fol
lowed b y breakfast, Sunday,
March 23, from 9:30 to 10:30. The
final rush function will be a Coke
Date on Tuesday. March 25, from
7 until 8.

Ingersoll To Address
Non-Violence Seminar
John Ingersoll, a member of
Non-Violent Action Against Nu
clear Weapons, who was one of
those arrested in the protest In
Nevada last fall, will speak to
members of the Seminar on Non
violence In the Anderson "Y"
Lounge on Monday at 1 p.m.
Mr. Ingersoll is a young for
mer Naval officer who has en
gaged in other non-violent proj-'
ects and is now touring the coun
try for the War Resistors League.
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THE PACER

SWIM
NEWS

with Jack Marden

DO YOU HAVE THE DESIRE?

By PAUL KAUFMAN

A few weeks ago, March 5, the
College of the Pacific Tiger —
Sharks (swimmers) opened their
1958 season against Arden Hills.
But due to the incompetence and
neglect of myself, I failed to re
port the event then, and so the
news is a little late in being pre
sented. "I beg your forgiveness."
However, my failure to get the
story in on time wasn't so bad
after all, for we lost the meet,
the score reading 47-39. Two days
JIM HESTER vs. BILL BADOREK
later we traveled to St. Mary's.
Again I found myself sleeping on
BADOREK
Name
HESTER
20
Age
19
the job, but this time I was very 230 lbs., a junior twenty-three
6' 0" Height
6* 2"
:ight
190 lbs
Weight
202 lbs.
proud to announce a spectacular y e a r s o f a g e w h o m a s t e r s t h e
Waist
34"
32"
breast stroke and hails f r o m
victory (78-8).
Chest
46"
44"
Neck
16"
16"
Holland . . . HOLLAND? is JOHN
IIINSHAW STARS AGAIN
Biceps
15%"
15"
Arm Length
34"
30"
The next event which was FELIX.
16"
Calf
15"
Another Jr. a little less in
scheduled to be printed was
24"
Thighs
24"
against the U. of California, but y e a r s , h e i g h t a n d w e i g h t a n d
due to the unfortunate score of coming from a city a little closer
55-31, the Tiger-Sharks being the t h a n H o l l a n d , i s C H R I S
latter, I hesitated and thought it GREENE.
Destined to break all swimming
would be better to wait for an
The annual Block "P" Boxing
other victory; it came on March records and very capable of do
4th against Fresno.
Besides ing so is 6' 0" Junior ED HIN Show will be staged on April 18
at 7 p.m. in the COP gym. This
"drowning" the Bulldogs 50-36, Ed SHAW from Chico.
year's show, slated to be one of
Hinshaw, our top distance swim THREE TOP FRESHMEN
the
better shows in recent years,
Following in Ed'? waves is up
mer, set a new pool and meet
record for "the 220, and a new a n d c o m i n g f r e s h m a n , D A V E is guaranteed to provide the stu
meet record for the 440. The HOUGHTON. Dave is only 18, dent body with top entertainment.
MICH YAMAMOTO, former top
four man relay team of SMITH, and this Tiger-Shark from Palo
HOUGHTON, MOREAU and HIN Alto has a bright future ahead
SHAW also set a new pool and of him.
Two more freshman prospects
meet record.
So you see it didn't turn out are STAN KOENIGSBERGER
so bad after-all. Pacific is bat from San Francisco, and HAR
ting 500, and I'm good friends OLD ROBINSON from Sacramen
to. Another highly ranked pros
with my editor again.
pect is KELLY KJELDSEN, son
STUDENT COMPLAINTS
There have been some com of coach CHRIS KJELDSEN,
plaints, of which my editor re who represents the Tiger—Sharks
vealed to me in a very polite in the backstroke.
Performing the stunts from the
manner, that the members of the
swimming team were not known high board is "DADDY" PETE
to all of our subscribers, and so WALLACE (who now is a Sr.)
for the benefit of those who have and sophomore JIM MILLAR
not been introduced to our Tiger- from Oakland.
Among the sprinters are ROG
Sharks, and for the sake of keep
ing my job, I present to you, the ER MOREAU from Hayward,
readers, the varsity swimming and CAPT. DON SMITH from
team of the College of the Pacific: Stockton.
And to guide these boys to a
"FELIX THE CAT"
victorious season is none other
IN THE BREASTROKE
MICH YAMAMOTO
Standing 6' 4" and weighing than Coach Chris Kjeldsen.

BOXERS GETTING
IN SHAPE FOR SHOW

TAKE A BREAK
WITH A SHAKE

THE END ZONE
— YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —

SPRING SPORTS SUPPLIES . . .
TRACK
~ BASEBALL
TENNIS
GOLF
BADMINTON
HUNTING
FISHING
SKIING

A NEW SPRINTER?

All the way from Canada comes GAIL MANNING, a feminine
speedster. Gail, who attended Oak Bay High School in Victoria,
ran a one hundred yard dash in 14 flat on what she considered a
"fast" cinder track. It's a shame the Pacific Association Champion
ships win not be held in Stockton this year. (They have a women's
100-yard dash.) Gail may place high if she does decide to run.
HE CAN THROW A DISC, TOO!

Big LEROY WRIGHT, fresh from the basketball wars, was
denied a chance to display some of his discus form because of stormy
skies. Leroy, who placed sixth in the Texas Prep meet (even
though he had a bad case of the mumps) has a best throw of nearly
150 feet. This mark would have placed him about fifth in the
National Collegiate Finals last year as a freshman!

STRICTLY
FOR BIRDS

"fa* JitoA* AJ**

1) FRAN EMERY, Alpha Theta
Tau (BOB SARTWELL, football
Parachute jumping during the player).
past two or three years has gain
2) ARLEN DIGITALE, Omega
ed wide interest throughout New
England's "Ivy-League Colleges." Phi (DAVE WOHLGEMUTH,
Believe it or not, it has become tennis player).
an unofficial intercollegiate sport.
3) MARLOWE LANCASTER.
Of course, it is quite natural that
sky-diving should get started in AKL (CARL KAMMERER, foot
the "Ivy League," where a large ball player).
percentage of the students are
4) N A N C Y ARMSTRONG,
already strictly for the birds.
South Hall (CHUCK FI LICE,
Making like a bird might be a lot
of fun for all the chicks and football player).
roosters in New England, but for
all of us young, red-blooded boys
and girls at Pacific, there is still
1
a lot to do right here on good old A-l Cleaners Mystery
satellite Earth.
Tiger Of The Week
The Audubon Society has in
formed us that if by chance any
of you do decide to start jump
ing (with a parachute of course),
you could be of great service by
studying the habits of birds while
on your way down. In all seri
ousness, if anyone is interested in
becoming a bird, contact D e k e
Sonnichsen—there's a name for
you—California Parachute Club,
2240 Dwight Way, Berkeley 4,
California.
Phew!

SPRING SPORT SUPPLIES

BOOK

Sometime tomorrow, BID"
VON HOORBECK, A-l's campus representative, will tele
phone one of the COP
groups; whoever answers tn
call will have one chancer
identify correctly the
tery Athlete. Other living
groups will be telephoned
the previous contestants »
swer incorrectly.
The wining prize will
the contestant's purchases «
the preceding week — free
charge!
p
Can YOU identify our cur
tiger?

STORt

— ON THE CAMPUS FOR YOU —
HO 2-4545

PREVIOUS MYSTERY
ATHLETE WINNERS:

By DAVE TOWELL

TENNIS
GOLF
BADMINTON
SWIMMING

CUM * SPORT SffOP
2014 Pacific Ave

judo participant and now presi
dent of the Block "P" Society, is
promoter and director of t h e
show. He promises great enter
tainment in the persons of six
students bouts, one kiddie bout,
and a tag-team wrestling match.
ROLAND RUTTER and BILL
STREIGEL will battle JOE MALPUSUTO and WAYNE HAW
KINS in this wrestling event.
Tickets will be 50 cents per
person, and will go on sale imme
diately following Easter vacation

One of the most important factors in track and field, or any
individual sport where the competition is among persons with equjj
ability, is the amount of desire one has. If two persons have the
same amount of ability, the only difference between them is their
degree of desire to win. It was this way in every close race in the
Olympics as Bob Richards (the Olympic pole vault champion) told
his United States team. Next time, if there is a next time, win
you have enough desire to win?
ROGER METOYER, who was one of the top scorers on the
Pacific track team last year and who also had a best of 24.6 for
the 220-yard low hurdles, has really been working his bad limh
into good shape. Roger had a calcium deposit removed in an opera
tion and has been coming around so well that he is also scheduled
to run the quarter mile.
Coach EARL JACKSON, who retired in 1955 after 47 yean
of track coaching, has been helping the COP weight men improve
their form. Coach Jackson, who started his coaching career bade
in 1908 in Wassau, Wisconsin, spent some 27 years at College of
the Pacific. The only reason he returned was to lend some of his
wisdom, knowledge, and knowhow, to a bunch of eager Tigers.

1603 PACIFIC AVE.
•••••••••••••••••••*

Pop Sra
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by

'Dateson

The COP golf tram of 1958 truly apiirarx destined to become THK finest In Pacific golf history.
I (cached by Doctor of Education William J. Harden, the Bengal golfers boast not a few men that have
•fed «cores in the low BO'S. Let us take a quick glance at this star-studded aggregation:
Top row, left to right: Frank Casas, a freshman from San Jose; John Sylvera, a Junior from
ITracy; Darden; Al Johnson, a sophomore from Oakland; and Bill Von Meyer, a senior from Dayton,
|Ohio.

Kneeling, left to right: Burgess Windsor, a senior from Stockton; Al Kind, a Junior from MoIdeate; and Bruce MacLean, a Junior from Napa.
Led by three returning lettermen (Windsor, Maclean and Johnson), the Tiger Itnksmen will face
la tough USF team today in a home encounter at Swenson Park.

TRACK TALK
DAVE TOWELL

If by chance the "rain-gods"
e us all a break today, the
P track men will hold their
t meet. It will be against ChiState, this afternoon, In Baxter
lum. For the past month, the
P track team has been work"hard?" to get Into shape,
head coach is BILL GOTT;
him whip the team Into
are—you guessed It—JACK
EN and CHARLIE CURBoth Jack and Charlie are
bit (to say the least) "over-the
or Just plain "washed up"
far as actual running goes, but
are still good coaches.
During one of the team's hard
;*outs last week, each one of
members was ' asked in an
manner what events he
t he would be doing well
this 1958 season. Following
•ome modest sell analyses of
of the members of this
team:
V LEE MURCHISON: "I
do pretty well in the 100,
yard dash, and high Jump;
also considering the broad
p."
ERM URENDA: "Pole vault,
1 Jump, and a little of everyj* else, If the coach will let
(Herm. what exactly do you
by everything else?)
M HESTER and JIM STERNS
a bit carried away and wrote
U'hMe page about themselves.
was all pretty funny, but It
JMly had nothing to do with
The next trackmen I queshowever, had very short
">ses to give; BOB DENTON,
Rhts; jACK MATHIAS (no
'!r,n to Johnny), distances;
*5* BRINER, 440 and 880
^ runs or dashes, (whichever
decides to make them); LIOfEL
£ S. SEQUEIRA, shotput;
*f -LTON CORDELL KAMMER'hot, Javelin, and broad
IDown, big boy.
"r^VER STARS AGAIN!
Of course, on any team there
a few Ruys who always comln- ROGER Mnv-ivru o MII

Tiger star In the 220 low hurdles,
says the coach doesn't have him
in "shape." BOB RECKNAGLE
runs the sprints and low hurdles,
but he Is having trouble with
bad legs. DICK STICHLER high
Jumps, but—and this Is an exact
quote—"I am having trouble get
ting high because of a sore foot."
That sounds a bit funny to me;
did a sore foot ever stop you
from getting high?
The last two men to be Inter
viewed were BILL BADOREK,
fat man's racer, and BILL BAIL
EY, 100 and 220 yard dash.
P.S.—Hot off the UP wire: The
two "grand old men of track,"
Charlie Curtis and Jack Marden,
are planning to run to Rome for
the 1960 Olympics; or Is It Just
that they'll run in the Olympics?
P.P.S.—Thanks for the info,
men. ("Night-broad, still broad,
broad-daddy, broad . . . Night").

FOLLOW
COP
SPRING
SPORTS!
SWIMMING
BASEBALL
TRACK
TENNIS
GOLF
BOXING

From the muddy waters of the Calaveras to the symbolically
traditional conservatory tower, the cheering so wonderfully char
acteristic of spring reminds us that the spring athletics of Pacific
have appeared once again. Sports, like so many other things here,
are traditional.
But College of the Pacific has not attained this great tradition
solely through athletics; no. it goes further than that:
There are many names that immediately come to mind when
one talks or even thinks of this particular institution. Brubeck.
LeBaron, Colliver. Burns. Stoltz. Leigh, Bodley. Stagg. Van Fleet—
they serve as but a few reminders of glorious deeds, glorious events,
glorious years in COP history. But all of these names are not taken
from this school's sports history; in fact, quite the contrary. Tradi
tion. success, accomplishment, or whatever you wish to name it
is attainable by the adherence to one formula. That formula la
campus unity. Yes, Pacific is tradition. Pacific is legend. Pacific la
yours and it Is mine. But what Is the reason for this great tradition,
for COP has not been accorded all these numerous plaudits through
mere individual ability. It Is more than ability. It la spirit.
Unification of all College of the Pacific students during what
probably was the greatest of all years In Pacific sports history
(1947-9) was easily recognizable. These particular years have become
tradition, tradition that will never die. Sports, however, were not
the only factors of campus life that thrived during these years,
for this was a unified effort, but an effort well spent. Yes, it must
be all or nothing.
So let us regain that spirit; for Pacific, it is yours and it is
mine; but mostly, it is °ur».

BKl'CE ADAMS vs. JOHN ESCOBAR

Nam*

ESCOBAR

B
V 10" ...

Age
Height
Weight
. Reach .
Welti
_ Calf
_ Cheat _
_ Seek _
Bleep*

t» lb*.

70"

82"

16ti"

ADAMS

...... 10
s- »»
1M lb*.
33"

16"

1*14"

Corsages for the Formal...

PARDON
OUR DUST!

F R O M

THE FLOWER SHEDD
Romano Marchetti

we're GROWIN'
with the

TAKE IT EASY!
RENT A TYPEWRITER
OR ADDING MACHINE
BY THE WEEK, MONTH,
OR QUARTER...

.. All Mokes and Models .
If you decide to purchase o
new or used mochine the rental
will be applied on the purchase
price

San Qozupun
BUSINESS MACHINES
114 N. California St.
Phone HO 5-5881

Open Thursday 'til 9 P.M.

Miracle Mile

Campus Representative

Omega Phi — HO 2-9502
FREE DELIVERY

STUDENT RATES

shop GLUSKIN's for

Hallmark Cards
For EASTER

OUTRIGGER
3 LENGTHS

for everyone on your list
and for ALL your

4 COLORS

Photo Needs

ALL COLORS

GMERA|1ORNER
2034 PACIFIC

John FALLS
Men's
2337

Shop

PACIFIC
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BASEBALL
TOMORROW!

KARIPUS KIDS
By OLA LEE MURCHISON

i
My assignment each week is
Pacific's baseball squad takes to write about COP athletes.
to the road tomorrow when they These articles are supposed to be
travel to meet San Jose State's as humorous as possible. These
baseball nine in a West Coast articles are also printed in t h e
Athletic Conference twin-bill sports section of the Pacific
starting at 1:00. (This is the first Weekly, and, therefore, I am
year of the WCAC baseball obligated to write only about ath
league, and the same teams rep letes. If I may, with the permis
resented in basketball are also sion of the sports editor, I'd like
members of the baseball confer to "jump the fence" this week
ence.)
and write about a social problem
on this campus. Maybe I won't
RAIN HAMPERS PRACTICE
Hampered this season with be jumping the fence because this YES, YOU! MR. ATHLETE
rain, which has resulted in a sog problem concerns most of the ath
Mr. Athlete, imagine yourself
gy and muddy practice field, the letes. •Mainly the football players. being a girl who studies all
Tigers baseball squad has not as SOCIAL PROBLEM
through the week, waiting for the
yet had the full opportunity to
In almost any sociology text weekend and then having to stay
practice as much as they should book, you will find a social prob on the campus doing absolutely
and would like to. The squad has lem defined as "something you nothing. Picture yourself as be
suffered four straight defeats at don't know all about." It becomes ing a girl waiting for the week
the hands of such teams as the social when two or more people ends to arrive, hoping to be asked
California Bears, last year's NC are involved. A social problem out by some athlete. The weekAA baseball champion, a strong
USF nine, Sacamertto State, and
Santa Clara. Last week the Ti
gers were forced to postpone
games with Santa Clara and a
double header with the CakAggies
because of rain.
Baseball coach SID HALL is
still optimistic, however, and be
lieves that the team is beginning
to shape up and jell into a work
ing unit.
By SAL. CORTES

LL

then, is a condition affecting a
significant number of people in
ways considered undesirable. The
problem around the College of
the Pacific campus is just that.
This article is based on the social
life among, or between, the men
and women dormitories.
I have been asked by different
girls of West Hall, "Why do the
athletes living in North Hall act
conceited and refuse to date most
of us?" I try to give them some
logical reasons of my own opin
ion, but most likely I may be
wrong. I know why I wouldn't
date a girl, but I'm sure my rea
sons are different than the other
students living in North Hall.

OLA LEE MURCHISON
. . . star trackster

in, get the girls of their chou,
and leave. This, you do ever
week-end. After a period of ti^
this matter begins to affect y0ll.
studies. What can you do abouit? You can't ask a guy to ^
you because that is against the
norms of our society. The boyj
don't know what it's like arthere is no way for you to tell
them without degrading y0Uf
moral standards. Finally, you
meet an athlete who writes for
the Pacific Weekly, and is Rjr;
enough to write an article fronwhich other students with proh
lems similar to yours may benefit. He writes the article; the
article-is printed and read by the
College of the Pacific students
The only thing left to do is wait
for the results.
I have no idea of the results,
but I feel that most of the girls
are justified by my writing this
article.

end is here and no date yet. So
you sit in the lobby and watch
boys (some are just students, and
others are student athletes) come

RICHARD MONTMEAT is a 1947 In
dustrial Design Graduate of Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn, New York. He
joined General Electric's Televi
sion Receiver Department in 1948.

SOWASH AND BASS
HITTING WELL

Hall has been impressed by the
steady pitching of CHUCK CHATFIELD, who gave only six hits
to Cal, and a couple of sopho
mores, DWANE SCOTT and
DICK BURKES. Scott pitched
good ball against Sac State, and
Burkes, with a little experience,
can develop into a fine hurler.
DICK BASS and ED SOWASH
have proven to be the offensive
power of the Tigers. Bass banged
out three hits against Cal and a
grand slammer against USF. Sowash has also proven to be a con
sistent hitter with four doubles
and a triple to his credit. Another
up and coming baseball Tiger is
Freshman JIM HOMBS who has
been shifting around in various
positions and has proven himself
a good and versatile ballplayer.
Hall believes that the biggest
problem plaguing the squad has
been the inability of the offense
to hit well enough "in the clutch."
Also, the defense has been fairly
good as they haven't committed
many errors, but the ones that
have been committed have been
costly. Of course the loss of last
year's top pitchers, Norman Bass,
and Bob Coronado, because of
scholastic difficulties, also hurt
the team.
POOR WEATHER

The team got off to a slow start
because of the poor weather con
ditions and also because COP
baseball practice began later than
did their rivals. The other col
lege nines have therefore been a
little sharper and more effective
than the Bengals.
The Tigers have a young ball
club with only seven returning
lettermen and quite a few fresh
men and sophomores on the
squad. If some of the young fel
lows begin "clicking," the team
may jell into a good, steady unit,
Hall believes.
Teams to beat for the WCAC
baseball championship w i l l b e
USF and' San Jose State; both
always manage to have strong
baseball squads.

"A company that plans far ahead gives
me the chance to work out my future"
"Pleasing design is no accident," says 32-year-old TV
set designer Richard Montmeat. "It takes creative
planning. At General Electric, we're constantly de
veloping new product designs — including some for
products which won't be on the market for several
years. Ever since joining General Electric, I've had
the opportunity and challenge of working toward the
designs of the future. As I see it, a company which
plans ahead gives me the chance to work out my own
future, too."
The creative accomplishments of Richard Mont
meat have already brought him widespread recog
nition. He was awarded design patents in 1950 and
1955; he won the Industrial Designers Institute
Award in 1955; and his design for the 1958 General
Electric 17-inch portable television receiver was se

lected for showing in an international design exposi
tion in Milan, Italy.
Progress in pleasing design — making appliances
more enjoyable to own and use — is an important
factor in our nation's growing use of electricity and
in our constantly rising level of living. Planning now
to satisfy future customers is important not only to
the continued growth of the electrical industry, but to
individual progress as well. Opportunity for longrange planning is part of the climate for self-development which is provided for General Electric's mofe
than 29,000 college-graduate employees.

Vtogress Is Our Most- Important ftocfucf

G E N E R A L ® ELECTRIC

